Lavin Receives Award As Outstanding Athlete From University Club

Lavin's Contribution to Sports Cited by Shaffer, Rojand Speaks on Intercollegiate Sports' Future.

John Lavin, a member of the Pennsylvania football and basketball teams, was the recipient last night of the Intercollegiate University Club's award to the "outstanding all-round athlete of the senior class.

In presenting the award to Lavin, Charles Shaffer, var-
and of Athletic Director, said that his "outstanding all-round athlete of the senior class.

The award committee sought the man "who had contributed to the best of his ability in sports and the award was "outstanding athlete of the senior class." It would be given to the man "who had contributed to the best of his ability in sports and had been the recipient of the Intercollegiate University Club's award to the "outstanding all-round athlete of the senior class.

Lavin's qualifications in receiving this award were "outstanding all-round athlete of the senior class." It would be given to the man "who had contributed to the best of his ability in sports and had been the recipient of the Intercollegiate University Club's award to the "outstanding all-round athlete of the senior class.

NCAA Changes Rule Regulating Substitution

The substitution rule regulating player changes was liberalized by the NCAA Football Rules Committee yesterday to allow any player starting any quarter to leave and re-enter once in that game.

Coach Steve Sosu was quoted by the Philadelphia Inquirer as saying: "It's a big change that we've made, but I'm happy with the results." He said that the new rule would "let us play more players and keep our team fresh."}

Gen. Smythe Tells ROTC Unit Of Infantry Officer's Problems

Major General George W. Smythe, deputy commander of the American Expeditionary Force, appeared before an audience mainly composed of the ROTC cadets yesterday, emphasized some of the basic problems that confront an infantry officer.

He said that one of the major problems was the necessity of the officer getting "in the man's face at the same time maintaining his position of respect." In regard to service, it was one of the greatest problems that confronted the infantry officer. It was "here to stay," he said. "It is a problem that confronts an infantry officer, and it is a problem that confronts all officers."
Letters To The Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

I would like to say that I find it somewhat difficult to reconcile Miss Zerr's statements with the actions of the man she so vigorously defends. She seems to favor freedom of expression for all, including Senator McCarthy. She also seems to feel that the right to be a non-conformist is upheld for all except the poor, persecuted junior and senior, who seems to be damned for his individualism.

However, if she would examine the facts she will see that McCarthy is not directing his ire at "Joe merely for his tirades against the communists. McCarthy and his ilk of us would hardly create a rampton if the Senate, when in session, were not in session for the sake of lust and fury, we would hardly attempt to make

But unfortunately, the senator from Wyoming has expressed a feeling of sympathy for ancient Greece, that is his duty to place institutions as well as individuals on his rigid bed; stretching some, chopping others, but making all conform to his warped idea of patriotism. Indeed, far from being a champion of individualism, he is the chief enemy of it.

There is little point in discussing whether senator is a patriot or an opportunist. There is also little point in discussing his methods of inflicting his standards of patriotism on us. What we should be curiosity in this question for a non-partisan and for all purposes.

But to return to Miss Zerr's statement directed at "Joe merely for his tirades against the communists. From Miss Zerr's letter one might picture the following: McCarthy and his ilk of our leaders of the United States. The answer is that in the United States, revised military thinking now places major emphasis on aerial attacks, delivered by guided missiles. But why another draft bill? Isn't the present draft system adequate to meet the defense needs? One means of maintaining a well-trained military force is to draft men who would be called in the first years of the draft. In the past, the Army, Navy, and Marines have been served in the United States. The plan is extensive, yet simple. A college graduate will be drafted immediately after his graduation, while others will become part of the armed forces after two years of college. This will provide adequate compensation for the nation's needs and, at the same time, provide a well-trained military force.

Extra-Curricularism

by Arthur Rosenstein

Before one can reasonably launch into a discussion of extra-curricular activities, the word, extra-curricular, as such, must be defined. Extra-curricular, as ordinarily defined, means something outside of, or not part of the regular course of study. This definition of extra-curricular relates to the average college group of activities in which a student may participate. The term may be used instead of the word "class" to refer to any activity that students usually argue to the contrary. For example:

"Why are extra-curricular activities so important?"

"What is the difference between a "class" and an "activity"?"

"Where do extra-curricular activities take place?"

"Are extra-curricular activities educational?"

"Are extra-curricular activities important for a student's future?"

Extra-curricular activities have always been hatched out many times, but it is true that in a discussion of this type, positive advantages tend to be overlooked and dismissed as insignificant. Extra-curricular activities can have an affinity for the future, as it has an impact on the social, cultural, and educational worlds.

The future does not belong to the man who simply has a college diploma, but to the man who has learned how to defend himself and his country. Extra-curricular activities are important for a student's future. They can open doors to opportunities, and provide a basis for future success.

Extra-curricular activities are educational. They not only provide knowledge, but also practical experience. They help students develop leadership skills, teamwork, and communication skills.

Extra-curricular activities are important for a student's future. They can open doors to opportunities, and provide a basis for future success.
Cagers Meet Dartmouth, Brown; Fencers Engage Yale in Opener

**Five Seek Wins Over Two Ivy League Foys**

By Dave Sallad

By winning the Ivy League title last year, Penn has a definite edge over the Ivy League circuit this year. The Quakers meet on Saturday in a battle of two Ivy League foes.

Five men's basketball teams will meet on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the Palestra.

**Founded in 1918**

Although losing many of the players who posted a 13-13 record last year, the Quakers have a wealth of highly-rated sophomores. Only one returning starter, co-captain Charlie Rieger, went on further to a Postgraduate year at Princeton.

The other starters, all sophomores, are John Altman, John Walker, John Hellwege, or Jim Barclay who has been working out lightly all week to ready himself for the match. At 130 pounds. The latter is recuperating from an injury and has been working out lightly all week to ready himself for the match.

The other starters are a strong array of Yale duelers. Among the graduating seniors are Wally Farber, Aaron Karp and Captain Nell Hurwitz, who will probably have three fencing entries in the hopes of preparing them for the Western Intercollegiates.

**Quaker Wrestlers Face Eli; Seek First Victory of Season**

The Pennsylvania varsity wrestling team, which tied Harvard last week, 14-14, travels to Yale this Saturday to meet the Eli who have posted a 1-3 record so far this season.

John Hellwege, or Jim Barclay, who won both his matches this year, will wrestle in the 147 pound division.

Steve Friedberg, the only other wrestler beside Evans to win both his matches this year, will be at 170 pounds. Ed Dole, a newcomer to the varsity who wrestled three years ago at Penn, will open the season against his old school. He will wrestle in the 167 pound class.

The other opponents, Ted Walker, John Hellwege, Ted Edwards, and Jim Barclay, who wrestled heavyweight against Lafayette and 197 pound Harvard, are leading Vioce Dioguardi and Bill Auest for the heavy weight position.

**FRIENDS**

106 North 6th Street Philadelphia 6, Pa.

Don't forget that your matric card entitles you to an EXTRA discount

MA 1-3756

**QUAKER WRESTLERS FACE ELI; SEEK FIRST VICTORY OF SEASON**

The Pennsylvania varsity wrestling team, which tied Harvard last week, 14-14, travels to Yale this Saturday to meet the Eli who have posted a 1-3 record so far this season.

John Hellwege, or Jim Barclay, who won both his matches this year, will wrestle in the 147 pound division.

Steve Friedberg, the only other wrestler beside Evans to win both his matches this year, will be at 170 pounds. Ed Dole, a newcomer to the varsity who wrestled three years ago at Penn, will open the season against his old school. He will wrestle in the 167 pound class.

The other opponents, Ted Walker, John Hellwege, Ted Edwards, and Jim Barclay, who wrestled heavyweight against Lafayette and 197 pound Harvard, are leading Vioce Dioguardi and Bill Auest for the heavy weight position.

**Quaker Wrestlers Face Eli; Seek First Victory of Season**

The Pennsylvania varsity wrestling team, which tied Harvard last week, 14-14, travels to Yale this Saturday to meet the Eli who have posted a 1-3 record so far this season.

John Hellwege, or Jim Barclay, who won both his matches this year, will wrestle in the 147 pound division.

Steve Friedberg, the only other wrestler beside Evans to win both his matches this year, will be at 170 pounds. Ed Dole, a newcomer to the varsity who wrestled three years ago at Penn, will open the season against his old school. He will wrestle in the 167 pound class.

The other opponents, Ted Walker, John Hellwege, Ted Edwards, and Jim Barclay, who wrestled heavyweight against Lafayette and 197 pound Harvard, are leading Vioce Dioguardi and Bill Auest for the heavy weight position.

**Murder in the Cathedral**

**Saturday, January 14th at 8:30 p.m.**

**Tickets at Zavelle's and Houston Hall**
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